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Introduction. Let Ll(G) be the group algebra of an arbitrary locally

compact abelian group G. It is a regular semisimple self-adjoint

commutative Banach algebra with the P^norm. The space of regular

maximal ideals of Ll(G) can be identified with the dual group (char-

acter group)T = G of G. The Gelfand transform of a function/ in

P'(G) coincides then with the Fourier transform/of/.

A subalgebra A of Ll(G) is called nondetermining if A is not uni-

formly dense in Co(r) (cf. [2]). It is called irreducible if it does not

contain any closed ideal of Ll(G) with hull contained in proper closed

subgroup of T. In case A does not contain any ideal of P'(G) at all, it

is called completely irreducible.

In this paper, we will first show that there is a reduction of maximal

nondetermining subalgebras to irreducible ones. The reduced algebra

will be a closed subalgebra of L'(G') where G' is a quotient group of

G. Next we proved that for certain maximal nondetermining sub-

algebra A, we have S(A) =YÇZM(A). Finally, we exhibit a maximal

subalgebra of Ll(Zx) which is nondetermining and which does not

belong to the two categories of maximal subalgebras previously

known for discrete locally compact abelian groups, namely, a maxi-

mal subalgebra of Ll(Zm) which is neither associated with an order

of G nor gotten from an essential maximal subalgebra of C(P) for a

suitable Cantor set E in Y.

Throughout this paper, we adopt the terminology and notations

of Rudin [4] and Hoffman & Singer [3].

1. The reduction theorem. Before we establish the reduction of

maximal nondetermining subalgebras to irreducible ones, let us

recall that for every closed subgroup A of Y, there corresponds a

closed subgroup H of G:H= {xQG: (x, y) = l for all yQA}. H is

called the annihilator of A and is frequently denoted as A x. 11 is shown

that A can be identified (topologically and algebraically) as the

character group of the quotient group G/H. Dually, A is called the

annihilator of H, and H= (Y/A)x.
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It is also shown that when A is a closed subgroup of T and 77=Ax,

then Lr(G/H) = L1"(G)\A [4, Chapter 2]. So the inverse map tt of

Fourier transform of L1(G/H) is well defined on L1" (G) \ A.

We may now state our main theorem.

Theorem 1.1. If A is a maximal nondetermining subalgebra of

L1(G), then there exists a unique smallest closed subgroup A of T such

that 7r(^41 A) is an irreducible maximal nondetermining subalgebra of

L1(G/A1). Conversely, let A' be a maximal nondetermining subalgebra

of L1(G') where G' = G/H and H is a closed subgroup of G. Then the

algebra A = {fEL1(G):J\H±EÂ'} is a maximal nondetermining

subalgebra of Ll(G).

We need several elementary lemmas.

Lemma 1.2. A subalgebra A of L1(G) is maximal nondetermining if

and only if A is maximal among the proper subalgebras of Ll(G) such

thatÂ = Â~r\L^(G).

Proof. Assume that A is maximal nondetermining. Let Ai

= {fELl(G):}EÂ~}. Then AQAi and Â~ = Â7: Since Ai is then
nondetermining, we have A=AV Hence A = Âi = Â~r\Ll(G) by

definition of Ai. Furthermore, if B is a subalgebra of LX(G) such that

A^B^LX(G), then A^B^L1 (G) as Fourier transform is an iso-

morphism. So B is determining, or £_ = L1"(G)- = C0(r). Therefore,

B^B-C\L^(G).
Now let A be a subalgebra of Ll(G) being maximal relative to the

property that Â = Â~r\Ll*(G) and suppose A^BELl(G). Let

Bi=\jELl(G):}EÊ-}. Then clearly AS¿BQBi = Ê~r\Ll*(G)QÊ~.
So El = Ê-. Thus Bi = Ê~HLr (G) = /if HL1* (G). But by our choice
of A, we must have Bi = L1(G). Hence Ê~ = Ê7 = Co(Y), i.e., B is

determining.

A direct consequence of this lemma is that a maximal nondetermin-

ing subalgebra is closed in L'-norm as Fourier transform is norm-

decreasing.

Lemma 1.3. Let A ELl(G) and let E ET be the hull of a closed ideal I
of Ll(G) contained in A. Then /- = {/EC0(r):/|7± = 0} EA~.

Proof. First, we show that for every closed ideal 7 of L1(G), î~

is a closed ideal of C0(r). Let /E7~ and gECo(r). It suffices to show

/•gE7- Pick {/„}C7 and \gn}CLl(G) such thatJfn} and {gn}
converge to/ and g respectively in sup-norm since L1"(G) is dense in

Co(r). Therefore the sequence {/„ • gn}, i.e. {(fn* gn)"}, converges to

f-g. But for each «,/„ * gnEI- So/-gE7~.
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Let /-= {/GGo(r):/| F = 0}, P=hullco(r>(/"-). It remains to show

P = P. As fQÎ~ implies/|p = 0, so EQF. On the other hand, let
J={fQLHG):f\F = 0}. J = î-r\LlDÎ implies JDI. Thus FÇE.
Therefore E = F.

Corollary 1.4. Let A QLl(G) be maximal nondetermining. Then

for every closed ideal I of Ll(G) contained in A, the largest closed ideal of

L1(G) having the same hull as I is also contained in A.

Lemma 1.5. Let Ebe a closed subset of Y and A be a closed subalgebra

of L1(G) such that A contains the smallest closed ideal of Ll(G) having E

as hull. Then Â~ \ E = (Â \ E)~.

Proof, (i) It is always true that Â~\ EÇZ(Â\E)~. For let/GÍ_| E,
then there exists a sequence {/„} in A and g in C0(r) such that {/„}

converges to g and g\ E =/. In particular, Jn\ E converges to g\ E, i.e.

g\E=fQ(Â\E)~.
(ii) To show (Í|P)-CÍ-|P, Iet/GU|P)-and let {/„} QA such

that {/„ | E} converges to /. Extend {/„ | E} to a Cauchy sequence

{gn} in Co(r). So {gn} converges to certain gQC0(Y). But (gn—Jn)\ E

= 0 implies that gn— fnQA~ by Lemma 1.3. Hence {gn} QÂ~ and

gQÂ~. Therefore g|p =limng„| P = lim„/„|p=/, i.e./G^_|P.

Proof of the theorem, (i) Suppose A is reducible. By the usual

Zorn's Lemma argument, A contains a largest closed ideal / of Ll(G)

and the closed subgroup A generated by hul\(I) =Z(I) is a proper

subgroup of T. We claim that A is the subgroup asserted in the theo-

rem. The minimality is clear. The uniqueness of A follows from the

fact that the largest closed ideal I of Ll(G) contained in A is unique.

For if p and P are two distinctive such, then the closure of the sum

of p and P is also a closed ideal of L1(G) contained in A properly as

P'(G) is regular and A is not an ideal. But I^Ii, I2, which is a contra-

diction.

Next, we show that 7r(^4|A) is maximal nondetermining. By

Lemma 1.2 it suffices to show that Â\A is a maximal closed sub-

algebra of L^(G/AL).

Let /G(i|A)-nP1Ä(G/Ax), then /GÍ~|A by Lemma 1.5. So

fQ(Â-C\L^(G))\A = Â\A by Lemma 1.2. Hence i|A is closed in
P1*(G/Ax).Itismaximal,asanyproperclosedsubalgebrainPlA(G/A-L)

containing ^4 | A corresponds back in L1* (G) to a proper closed sub-

algebra containing A, hence must be A. That ^(41 A) is irreducible is

clear by virtue of our choice of A.

(ii) Now let A' be a maximal nondetermining subalgebra of

LKG/H). Let A = P/X and A = {fQLl(G):J\AQÂ'}. We will show
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that A is maximal nondetermining. Suppose A^AiQL1(G), we want

to show that Ai is uniformly dense in Co(r). Since

vlZ){/EL1(G):/|A = 0}

implies that Â~Z) }gEC0(r): g\ A = 0} =7 by Lemma 1.3, so Â7DI.
Hence if Â7^Co(Y), then .4f|A£¡C0(A). On the other hand, by

Lemma 1.5, if | A = (Âi\A)". Also (Âi\ A)" = C0(A) since ii|A^i|A
= i' and A' is maximal nondetermining. Thus if|A = C0(A), a

contradiction.

2. In this section, we will discuss the Shilov boundary 504) and

the regular maximal ideal space M(A) of maximal nondetermining

subalgebras A.

Theorem 2.1. Let A and A' be the corresponding maximal non-

determining subalgebras of Ll(G) and L1(G/H) respectively as in

Theorem 1.2. Suppose that they are point-separating, then M(A) =T if

and only if M(A') =A = 77X.

Proof, (i) Assume M(A)=Y. Obviously every <f>EM(A') induces

a unique 4>EM(A)=Y via <£(/) =<j> o w(J\ A) (it as in Theorem 1.2).

So 4(f) =/(y) for certain yEY. We claim that yEA. For yEA
implies that there exists/ in L1(G) such that /| A = 0 and f(y) = 1 by

regularity of Ll(G). But/| A = 0implies/E^ and w (J\ A) =0EL1(G/H).
Now $(/) =/(y) = 1 and on the other hand </>(/) =0 o tt(/| A) =0(0) =0,
a contradiction. Hence 0 corresponds to yEA and so does <f>. The

topology of A is correct by the usual argument. Therefore, M(A) =Y

implies that M(A') =A.

(ii) Suppose now M(A')=A and A = {fELl(G); f\AEÁ'}. Let
7= í/EL1(G):/|A = 0¡. Then IEA. Consider the mapping a: A^A'

defined by <r(f) = F if and only if f\ A = F. Clearly, ker a = 7. So A/I
is isomorphic to A'. Thus M(A') is homeomorphic to M(A/I). So

M(A') =A implies that M(A/I) =A. Regarding 7 as a closed ideal of

7,'(G), we have M(I)=Y\hu\\Lha)(I). On the other hand, regard-

ing / asa closed ideal of A, we have il7(7) = Ai(^l)\hulU(7). But

hu\\A(I) = M(A/I)=A, so M(A)\A = Y\A. Since each of the equal-

ities involved so far stands for correspondence which is topologically

a homeomorphism and set theoretically the identity map, we have

M(A)=T.
The following lemma is direct.

Lemma 2.2. Let A be a closed determining subalgebra of L1(G). Then

S(A) = M(A)=Y.

A more general form of the lemma is
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Lemma 2.2.1. Let B be a commutative Banach algebra with (without)

identity. If X is a compact (locally compact) Hausdorff space such that

S(B)QXQM(B) and (Ê\X)~ = C(X) (C0(X) respectively), then
Jlf(P)=5(P)=X.

Lemma 2.3. Let A be completely irreducible. Then (Â\ P)~ = Co(P)

for all proper closed subsets F of Y.

Proof. Consider the algebra A0= {fQLl(G):}\ FQ(Â\ F)~}. As
Ao contains the closed ideal 1(F) of L1(G), so A^A0QL1(G) and

hence A0 is determining. Therefore, A¿\ F=Co(F). But Âq\F

= (i0|F)-by Lemma 1.5. Also (Â\ F)~ = (i0| F)~ since ll^Ciol^
C(i| F)- by definition of Ao. Thus (Â\ F)~ = Co(F).

Theorem 2.4. Let A be a maximal nondetermining subalgebra of

Ll(G) such that A separates points on Y. Then S(A)ÇZYQM(A), and

(i) if A is completely irreducible, then S(A) =Y;

(ii) if A contains nontrivial ideals of L1(G) such that the hull E of

the largest closed ideal of Ll(G) contained in A is a compact G¡ and

1G^4~|P, then S(A) =T. Hence the equality S(A) =Y always attains

if Y is compact and metric, or equivalently, G is countable and discrete.

Proof. That YQM(A) is clear for restriction of (pQM(LHG)) to

A is in M(A) as A separates points on Y. The containment S(A)QY

follows directly from the familiar formula ||/||o0 = lim„^001|/"|| "".

(i) Suppose that A is completely irreducible. If S(A)^Y, then

5(^4) is a proper closed subset of Y as 5(^4) is closed in M(A). Thus

(Â\ S(A))~ = Co(S(A)) by Lemma 2.3. It follows then from Lemma

2.2.1 that S(A) =T = M (A), a contradiction.

(ii) Now let A be as in (ii) of the theorem. As S(A)QYQM(A),

S(A)=S((Â\Y)~), it suffices to show S(Â~)=Y.
Firstly, we show that EQS(A~). Since Y is normal implies that E is

a zero-set, there exists fQC$(Y) such that P=/~'[0]- Clearly we

may assume fQCo(F) and 0^/^l. By assumption and Lemma 1.3,

{gGC0(r):g|p = 0}ci-. Thus fQÂ~. Also, since IQÂ~\E and E
is compact, by the fact that Y is normal and Lemma 1.3 again, we

can find fiQÂ~ such that Og/iál and /i|p = l. Let h=fi—f. Since
hQÂ~ and peaks on E, S(Â~\ E) QS(Â~). It remains to show

S(Â~\E) = E. As S(Â-\E) = K£E implies that i~|P = (i|P)-
= C(K), hence by Lemma 2.2.1 K = E = M(Â~\ E), a contradiction.

Therefore S(Â~\ E) =EQS(Â~). Suppose EQS(Â~)^Y. As S(Â~)
is a closed subset of Y, by regularity of L'(G) there exists a nonzero

function/ in Pl(G) such that /| S(Â~) =0. But EQS(Â~) implies

fQA, again a contradiction.
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If T is compact and metrizable, then clearly hulls of closed ideals

of Ll(G) are compact Gs's. Also every maximal nondetermining sub-

algebra A of Ll(G) contains the identity of L1(G). Thus

ÎEÂ\EEÂ~\E. Hence the last assertion follows.

3. Applications and examples. A proof of the following theorem

can be found in Rudin ([4], Chapter 9).

Theorem 3.1 (Wermer, Simon). Let G be a locally compact abelian

group and S a Borel semigroup in G. If L1(S) = {fEL1(G) : Js> \f\ = 0}
is a maximal subalgebra of Ll(G), then Ll(S) =L1(G+) where G+ is a

maximal closed semigroup in G inducing an archimedean order in G.

Conversely, if G is a locally compact abelian group and G+ is a semi-

group in G inducing an archimedean order in G, then Ll(G+) is a max-

imal subalgebra of Ll(G).

Corollary 3.2. Let G be discrete and torsion-free and G+ a maximal

closed semigroup in G inducing an order in G. Let A = G0X = (G+C\G~)L.

Then the algebra A — {/EL1(G):/|AEL1" (G+/G0)} is a maximal non-

determining subalgebra of L1(G).

Proof. Go = G+r\G~ is clearly a closed subgroup of G. G+/Ga is then

a closed maximal semigroup in G ¡Go inducing an archimedean order

on G/Go. Thus the corollary follows from Theorems 1.1 and 3.1.

Corollary 3.3. Let G be discrete- and have a proper nontrivial torsion

subgroup Gt. Then L1(G) contains maximal nondetermining subalge-

bras reducible to completely irreducible ones.

Proof. The quotient group G/Gt is discrete and torsion-free. So

the assertion follows from the above corollary and Theorem 1.1.

As a particular example, take G = T¿, the circle group with discrete

topology. Then G=Z, the Bohr compactification of Z. G has non-

trivial proper torsion subgroup, so Ll(G) always has a maximal non-

determining subalgebra which can be reduced to a completely irre-

ducible one.

Corollary 3.4. Let G be a disconnected but nondiscrete group. Then

L1(G) has maximal nondetermining subalgebras reducible to the type

L*(G'+).

Proof. G is disconnected implies that G has nontrivial proper open

and closed subgroup G0. Hence the quotient group G/G0 is discrete.

By Corollaries 3.2 or 3.3, L1(G/G0) has maximal nondetermining sub-

algebras which can be reduced to the form L1(G'+), and so has Li(G)

by Theorem 1.1.
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The following is a discussion due to Rudin [4]. As it does indicate

a general way of getting maximal subalgebras of L1(G) from maximal

function algebras on certain compact subsets of Y, we quote it here

as a theorem. We recall first that a compact subset P of a locally com-

pact abelian group Y is called a Helson set if P1" (G) | P = C(P), where

G = f.

Theorem 3.5 (Rudin). Let G be a locally compact abelian group

which is not compact. Let EQY be a Helson set. If BQC(E) is a max-

imal function algebra on E, then A= {/GPX(G):/| PGP} 45 a max-

imal subalgebra of LX(G). A is point-separating and nondetermining.

If G is noncompact, then Y is nondiscrete and contains a Cantor set

E which is also a Helson set. Rudin [5] showed that C(P) has a

maximal subalgebra B which is a function algebra. Thus it follows

immediately from the theorem that

Corollary 3.6. For every locally compact but noncompact abelian

group G, Ll(G) contains a maximal point-separating subalgebra which is

nondetermining.

In view of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.6, we may naturally raise the ques-

tion: Does every maximal or maximal nondetermining subalgebra

of the group algebra of a discrete group necessarily belong to one of

the two categories (up to isomorphism) described in Corollary 3.2

and Corollary 3.6?

The answer is negative. We can easily get an example for G = Za

(the direct sum of countably many copies of Z) by combining a result

of Wermer and Browder [ó] and Theorem 3.5.

Example 3.7. Let G = ZX, then F = P" (the complete direct sum of

countably many copies of T). T" contains ([4], Chapter 5) an arc P,

which is a Kronecker set. Explicitly,

L = {x(t) = (2-kI, 2irt2, 2irt3 ■ • • ): 0 < a g t g ß < 1, a, ß, fixed}.

Being a compact Kronecker set, L is then a Helson set of Y.

Next, let B be a maximal subalgebra of C(J), where / is an arc,

constructed by Wermer and Browder [ó]. Namely, let / be a par-

ticular arc of positive Lebesque density at each of its points in the

complex plane C. Let CM be the Riemann sphere. Let Pi = {/G C( C„) :

/ is analytic off j}. Then Bi\j — BQC(J) is a maximal essential

algebra on /.

J is homeomorphic to L. So C(J) is topologically isomorphic to

C(P). Thus the image BL of B is a maximal function algebra on P.

Therefore the algebra Al= {fQL1(Z"a):}\LQBL} is maximal in

L\Z") by Theorem 3.5.
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It remains to show that AL is not isomorphic to any maximal non-

determining subalgebra of Ll(Z™) obtained via Corollary 3.2 or 3.6.

Firstly, we observe that A L is not isomorphic to any subalgebra of

Ll(Zx) oí the form Ll(Za+) (Za+ is a semigroup in Zw inducing an

archimedean order in Z") by the following general but simple lemma.

Lemma 3.8. A completely irreducible maximal nondetermining sub-

algebra A of Ll(G) is not isomorphic to any noncompletely irreducible

one.

Proof. We show first that A ELl(G) is not completely irreducible

implies that A is not an integral domain. Let 7^ j 0} be a closed ideal

of Ll(G) contained in A and E = Z(I). Pick fELl(G), J has compact

support F disjoint from E and E\JFS¿Y. Then pick gELl(G), g has

compact support disjoint from E'UF. So/, gEKZA. But/*g = 0, a

contradiction.

Since being an integral domain is a pure algebraic property, the

lemma will be completed if we show that a maximal nondetermining

subalgebra A which is not an integral domain is not completely ir-

reducible. Let/, gE^4 such that/*g = 0. So/| i/ = 0, Z7 = carrier(g).

Since T is normal, there exists an open subset V of Y such that

<t>9¿ VEVEU. Let ÄECo(r). By Lemma 2.3, there is a sequence

{/„} of A such that ||/,-a||it.-»0. So || (/*/„)* -/■ A||.„-»0 on Y. Hence

(/•Co(r))_ = 7iEi_, and h is a closed ¡deal in C0(r) containing/. By

Lemma 1.2, Â = Â-f\L^(G). So ADI = {hELl(G): k\Z(h) =0},
which is a closed ideal of Ll(G).

Now let E be an independent Cantor set in T" which is also a

Helson set. Let BFj be a maximal essential subalgebra of C(E) and Ag

= {fELl(ZK):J\ EEBb } be the corresponding maximal subalgebra of

Ll(Za). We claim: AL is not isomorphic to.4*. To show this, we prove

the following general assertion:

Lemma 3.9. Let G be discrete. Let A\ and A2 be maximal nondeter-

mining, point-separating subalgebras of L1(G) such that the largest

closed ideal Ii of L1(G) contained in A ¡ has hull Ei, i= 1, 2. If further,

Â71 Ei is a maximal algebra (it is clearly essential) on Ei for each i,

then Ai is isomorphic to A2 implies that AJh is isomorphic to A2/I2.

Proof. Let a be an isomorphism from .4] onto A2. It follows from

the facts that each At is closed and that YQM(A{) that both /liand

A2 are semisimple Banach algebras. Thus a is open as well as closed.

Consider now the pairs (7!, Ai) and (o-(h), At) and the following

diagram:
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«r

¿j-y At

i nat. i nat.
o-*

Ai/Ii-> Ai/o(h)

Ai/a(Ii) makes sense and is a Banach algebra under quotient norm

as a(/i) is clearly a closed ideal of Aï.

By induced mapping theorem, there is an isomorphism a* from

Ai/Ii onto Ai/a(Ii) such that the diagram is commutative. As

Ai/Ii~}"°A-i\ EiÇZÂi\Ei which by assumption is an integral domain,

hence .¿42/a(p) is also an integral domain. We will show that

P={7Gr:/(7)=0,/Ga(P)}çP2.
Clearly Kt*0 and contains more than one point. Suppose K%Et,

then there is a point piQK\Ei. Let pt be another point of K. By

regularity of L1(G), there exist functions/ and g in Ll(G) such that

J(pi) = 1, /| U = 0, U an open set containing P2 W {^2}; and

||jsupp(/)nP}=0, g\{{pi}KJEi}=l. So (f*gy\K = 0 bnt}\K
9*0, g\K9*0. Also, by Corollary 1.4 and the fact that lG^s that

both /'and g are in ^42 as/|p2 = 0 and g\ P2 = l. Thus Ai/o(h)=Âi\K

and is not an integral domain, a contradiction. Therefore PÇp2 and

so hÇzO-(Ii). Interchanging the roles of Ai and Ai and considering the

inverse map a-1 of a, we get PÇa_1(P)- Consequently ff(Ii) — It. So

A1/I1 is isomorphic to Ai/It.

Since S(Ai/I{)=S((Âi\Ei)-)=S(Âï\Ei)=Ei, and since the ad-
joint map of the isomorphism from Ai/Ix onto At/h is a homeo-

morphism from S(Ai/It) onto S(Ai/P), we have

Corollary 3.10. Let G, Ai and P< be as in the lemma. Then Ax is

isomorphic to At implies that Pi is homeomorphic to Et.

Now if we let G = Z°°, Ai — AL, At = AE as discussed above. Every

condition in the lemma is satisfied. If AL is isomorphic to AE, then

AL/IL^ÂL\ L = BL is isomorphic to Ae/Ie=Âe\E = Be. This im-

plies that S(BL) =L is homeomorphic to S(BB) =P, a contradiction.

Finally, we apply Lemma 3.9 again to show AL is not isomorphic

to any maximal nondetermining subalgebra of Ll(Zc°) reducible to the

form Ll(G'+) either. This time we let G = Z°°, Ax = A L, A2 = A

= [fQL^Z") : f\ G' QLl(G'+)}. G' is a certain quotient group of ZM

with an archimedean order induced by G'+, and so G' is a compact

connected subgroup of T". Since L1 (G'+)~ is an essential maximal

subalgebra on G', Corollary 3.10 applies. As a compact connected

abelian group is never homeomorphic to an arc, A L is not isomorphic

to A.
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However, the situation on the real line is different. By studying

the Helson sets of R, we know that

Lemma 3.11. Let B be a maximal function algebra on a Helson set of

R. Then the essential set E of B, which is also a Helson set, is a Cantor

set.

Proof, (i) Every Helson set P on R is totally disconnected. For

otherwise PD7, a closed interval. Being a closed subset of Helson

set, 7 is also a Helson set. But clearly, L1*(R)\ I^C(I).

(ii) The essential set E of B must be perfect. Suppose E has an

isolated point p. Since B\E = (B\ E)~ being essential and maximal on

E is quasi-analytic, fEB and /^O implies f(p)^0, which is im-
possible.

Actually for all compact Hausdorff spaces X, A is a maximal sub-

algebra of C(A) implies the essential set of A is perfect.

(iii) Thus EEPER being perfect, metric and totally disconnected

is a Cantor set on R. As a closed subset of a Helson set, E itself is

also a Helson set.
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